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Welcome to the summer edition of BW – our fifth, and the magazine that
marks our full first year. Print media is not without its challenges, to say the
least, but when Helen founded the magazine 12 months ago she did so
because she felt there was a gap in the market for a quality title aimed at
entrepreneurs in our region – a gap I think we’ve filled rather nicely, and I
hope you will agree.
It’s been a learning curve for all of us on the team, and, while I prefer to
call myself the ‘contributing editor’, I feel I’m rather more contributor than
editor, as the content of each issue of BW demonstrates. Although I’m no
stranger to writing, I’m an editor by trade (indeed, nearly 20 years ago I was
one of the first to come straight into the Hull Daily Mail as a sub-editor, and
train for a new qualification in sub-editing; previously you had to start as
a reporter and work your way up). Providing four in-depth entrepreneurial
features plus a restaurant review and occasional other bits for each BW
edition has taken me somewhat out of my comfort zone, especially on top
of my other ‘day jobs’ which include publishing and editing H&E naturist
magazine and being a part-time sub-editor on the Daily Telegraph for PA
News in Howden.
But I like a challenge – and I’ve really enjoyed talking to such a wide variety
of leading businesspeople and writing up their stories for BW. Many of them
have inspired me personally – I’m a small businessperson too, after all (well,
not that small – I’m 5ft 7in… ok, I’ll get me coat), and, as Jan Brumby says in
this very issue, running a business can feel like an echo-chamber if you don’t
meet like-minded people and share ideas and problems. Through BW I’ve
met new people, and discovered new things – for instance, after interviewing
Andy McLachlan of Fortress Health for issue 4, I started ordering their
supplements, which kickstarted a drive to start looking after myself a bit more
– and I’ve since lost about 1.5st, am still taking the pills every month and feel
better for it!
On page 28, the rest of the BW team give their thoughts on how the first
year has gone for them. I’m looking forward to meeting up with them all,
as well as a host of others whose help and
support has been invaluable (you know who
you are!), at our first-year celebration at the
Hallmark Hotel on June 14.
Sam Hawcroft, BW Editor
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Independent broker
moves with the times to
reach 50-year milestone
An independent insurance broker that
has expanded throughout East Yorkshire
is celebrating its 50th anniversary after
moving with the times and seeing off tough
competition.
Long-serving staff at Hedon Insurance have
seen their sector dwindle to only a handful
of current operators in the region compared
with more than 200 when the firm started
– before the introduction of direct selling
through TV, telephones and the internet.
But as other brokers around the country
have closed, Hedon Insurance has expanded.
The business, which was started when a
“man from the Pru” opted to set up on his
own, now employs 24 people in four offices.
Anne Walters, who joined the business in
1993 and took it over in 2006, said the
strategy was to continue to grow gradually
by providing a personal service supported
by technology and extensive knowledge of
policies and pitfalls.
Anne said: “The internet has had an impact.

People go online and think they can get
their cover at a lower price but they often
come back to us when they find out they
can’t claim for something that’s gone
wrong.
“We have access to the same facilities as
the direct companies – dynamic pricing,
which can change on a daily basis, but you
don’t see the real value of the policy until
something goes wrong and you have to
make a claim.
“It’s almost always the case that when
people are claiming on a policy they are in
a vulnerable position because something
difficult has happened to them, their family
or their property. That’s when they find out
whether the policy is what they wanted and
what they thought they had signed up for.
Our challenge is getting people to think
about that when they take out the cover in
the first place.”
Jeffrey Cladingbowl was well known to
householders and small businesses as the
local agent for the Prudential when he set
up Hedon Insurance in 1969, a year when
the Yellow Pages listed more than 200
in its insurance classification in the Hull
area alone. Known to all his staff as Mr

Anne Walters, Managing Director of Hedon
Insurance, outside the firm’s latest office which
opened in Cottingham in 2017.

Cladingbowl, he opened and subsequently
sold a second office in Barton on Humber,
and he sold the business when he retired in
1987.
The new owners ran the company for two
years until it was bought by Mike Medforth,
who had been looking to buy a local
business after a long career with Smith &
Nephew and Reckitts.
Under Mike’s ownership, Hedon Insurance
expanded to Hornsea and as he moved
closer to retirement Anne advanced to the
role of managing director.
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Mike said: “At the time I bought the
business there were about 60 different
independent insurance businesses as well
as large firms and individual operators, but
quite a few were closing by the time I left.
“There was also more competition from
national firms selling direct by phone and
advertising on TV, but the location of our
offices encouraged people to call in deal
face to face. We survived by being friendly
with people and looking after them. The
bigger firms didn’t look after their clients

very well. Our business grew every year and
it was down to customer service.”
Anne opened a Hull office in Holderness
Road in 2007 and in 2010 opened a
Cottingham office which relocated to
larger premises in 2017. The bulk of the
business is personal insurance – home,
motor and travel – but the commercial side
is expanding.
Anne said: “Over the years some
competitors retired and there were a lot of
mergers and acquisitions. The larger firms

have left the high street because they know
they can make money from a digital service,
and with other firms closing we’ve never
been so busy.
“We made a conscious effort to streamline
the way we did things and to be better
form a business point of view, maintaining
that face to face service that other
businesses have abandoned. We are local
people, we enjoy that approach and we
realise the importance of it. We are part of
the same community.” l

TRAINING SUPPORT HELPS ORTHOTICS COMPANY
TAKE A BELT AND BRACES APPROACH TO EXPANSION
A specialist training provider that won an
international award for courses aimed at
helping firms safeguard their finances is
now offering further tuition backed by
a new round of funding and by success
stories from businesses.
Golding Computer Services is delivering
computerised accounts and payroll
courses having again been appointed by
HCUK Training. The courses are available
free of charge to eligible SMEs through
the Humber LEP’s investment of money
from the European Social Fund and the
Education and Skills Funding Agency.
Businesses including flooring contractors,
cleaning companies and a service station
and convenience store all provided
testimonials which last year helped to
secure the title of Tutor of the Year for
Goldings director Di Garbera at the
International Association of Bookkeepers’
(IAB) Awards.
Beccy Smith, managing director of
Hull-based Lakeland Orthotics, said the
training was a key factor in enabling her
to turn around her company after the loss
of a major contract, and in providing a
platform to launch a new business.
Beccy said: “The business has been
recovering from losing that major contract
in 2017 and going through that has given
us the impetus to grow. With the time
I saved on doing accounts I was able
to launch another business. We plan to
develop the new company and create jobs
and we will also collaborate with other
businesses, using their services.”
Alex Atkinson, head of SSW Operations
at HCUK Training, said the feedback
demonstrated how the courses helped
businesses improve productivity and

growth. He added that the benefits
their work schedule and others fit it into
would be felt further afield as a result of
evenings and weekends at home.”
HCUK now targeting businesses in the
Lakeland Orthotics was launched in 2015
Greater Lincolnshire LEP area as well as
after the liquidation of its predecessor,
the Humber, and with Beccy choosing
E Smith & Co Surgical Ltd, which was
Cumbria as the location for her new
established in 1945 by Eric Smith,
venture.
grandfather of Beccy’s husband Mark.
He said: “The Skills Support for the
The couple had moved to Cumbria but
Workforce funding allows local SMEs to
began making regular visits to Hull as the
access fully funded training in a range of
business grew. Catastrophe struck in 2017
sectors and consequently we have seen
with the loss of a major contract but now
a positive impact on productivity across
Lakeland Orthotics is back on track and
many businesses who have then gone on
Beccy and her mother have also launched
to invest further in staff progression.
Holistic Reflections, which provides
“Training is a key part of development
wellness consultation, products, services
and growth for businesses and the new
and events supporting people, pets and
round of funding will enable us to extend
horses.
availability until December 2020 and
The plan at Lakeland Orthotics is for
broaden the geographic area to include
gradual recruitment to expand the team
Greater Lincolnshire. That presents a great
of 12 and for investment to modernise
opportunity for businesses in that part
facilities at the factory in Wincolmlee, Hull,
of the world and for businesses in the
which turns out products including offHumber with operations further afield.”
the-shelf and bespoke ankle-foot orthoses,
Goldings is based in Hull and offers
custom insoles and hernia support carrying
the training face-to-face or as distance
the Made in Britain marque. l
learning with full tutor
support by phone and
email. There is even a
free NUS discount card
for participants, and the
incentive of official IAB
qualifications on completion.
Di said: “We know from
the computerised accounts
course that distance learning
is a great benefit for people
and businesses. Some
spread the training over a
period of time and others do
as much as they can straight
Beccy Smith, Managing Director of Lakeland Orthotics,
away. Some do it as part of
with product demonstrator Malcolm the mannequin.
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GOLD
STANDARD
Vic Golding has pioneered the use of computers in Hull business since the
early 1980s. Phil Ascough talks to him about his long career – and his brush
with pop royalty.

A

landmark in the heart of the city and
potentially at the centre of a controversy
over its survival, Alan Boyson’s iconic Three
Ships mosaic dates back to 1963.
By then Vic Golding was already
established in his first career as an
accountant with some of the biggest
names in British industry. Just over a
decade later he was progressing towards
his second, taking the first steps towards
the technological advances that would
revolutionise businesses worldwide.
Behind the big mosaic, he was
responsible for training staff at the Hull and
East Riding Co-operative Society ready for
the introduction of VAT and the start of
Sunday trading. They worked with punched
paper tape, signs of a move towards
computerisation for a retail empire that was
omnipresent.
Vic recalls the Co-op having more than
20 stores around Hull and many more
throughout the East Riding, employing
1,200 people or more. Over the years, a
number of outlets were sold, including the

flagship store in the city centre and the
dairy in Park Street.
He remembers the Co-operative bank
agency, a car dealership and of course the
funeral directors: “You could always tell
when the undertaker came in the office
because of the smell of formaldehyde!”
Thousands of people ventured inside over
the years, shopping in the Co-op and BHS,
dancing at Romeo’s and Juliet’s nightclub,
its predecessor Bailey’s and, earlier still, the
legendary Skyline Ballroom, venue for gigs
by Jimi Hendrix, the Moody Blues, Cream
and more.
We’ll come back to Vic’s own near-miss
with pop stardom, but as an office the
building had a certain opulence. “We were
on the fourth floor and it was a magnificent
building. The management suite was
unbelievable. Everything was of the finest
quality with dark wood on the walls, thick
carpeting on the floors. People talk about
the Three Ships but there is also a very
impressive mosaic of fish on the top floor.”
Vic’s current office is just along the road,

the imposing Royal London Insurance
building that he bought in George
Street two years after setting up Golding
Computer Services from his home. The
office opened 35 years ago and a certificate
on the wall reveals it’s 55 years since he
qualified with the Institute of Cost and
Works Accountants, which later became
the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants.
Vic has been a supplier of Sage products
since the company launched its accounts
software in 1983 and is confident of being
the longest-serving partner in the world. He
also sold the first Amstrad computers in the
region, and things really began to take off
after Sage developed packages specifically
designed for Amstrad.
But even for a highly experienced
management accountant on his way to the
status of Chartered Global Management
Accountant, the work has never been just
about the numbers.
Vic said: “It was always about training.
We were selling the Amstrad packages
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like hot cakes but at that time most of
the businesses in Hull didn’t have any
computers at all. Many bought their first
machines from us, but they couldn’t use
them.”
Goldings partnered with Hull City Council
and the Department for Employment,
pioneering the use of computers in
business, writing manuals and training the
staff at hundreds of businesses in the new
technology. The modern-day equivalent is
Goldings’ work for HCUK and the Humber
LEP which provides businesses with fully
funded training in computerised accounting
and payroll.
The sale, maintenance and support of
hardware and software – acting as the IT
manager and helpdesk for SMEs – is still a
core activity and that dovetails with distance
learning services that have won countless
awards from the International Association
of Bookkeepers.
Vic’s first training after venturing into
the world of work was in the basement
at Hammonds, selling irons, hairdryers
and other electrical goods after being
sent to the department store by the youth
employment service.
He said: “They had stacks of jobs in
a card index tray and they pulled out

bw-magazine.co.uk

three. The first was in an ancient drapery
warehouse but that wasn’t for me and
fortunately I wasn’t for them. I went for an
interview at Priestman Brothers but didn’t
hear anything so joined Hammonds.”
When the letter from Priestman’s finally
arrived, Vic left with the blessing of his
boss who was aware that the trainee
management accountant role offered more
potential than honing his ironing expertise.
He relished the opportunity to get
involved in costing the manufacture of
cranes, excavators and the other heavy-duty
construction equipment coming out of a
world-renowned factory. When he left, it
was for other household-name businesses
– Smith & Nephew with Elastoplast, Webley
& Scott with revolvers and shotguns, Klaxon
with… erm… klaxons!
Vic was eager to learn, monitoring the
development of computers and picking up
management and diplomacy skills, notably
when he became stuck in the middle of the
acrimonious merger with English Electric
during one of his spells with GEC.
Ambition had taken Vic to Birmingham
and he had gained a wealth of experience
in a wide variety of industries by the
time family commitments brought him
back to Hull and the job with the Co-op.

But the challenges of his next two roles
convinced him to set up his own business
as first Associated Fisheries, the Macrae
brand, moved its operations from Essex
Street in Hull to Fraserburgh and then
local construction giant Spooner Group
collapsed.
The closure of the Essex Street factory
left Vic with a choice between moving to
Scotland or head office in London, but he
negotiated a third option that enabled him
to keep one of the prime perks of the job.
He said: “At that time the airports in
Aberdeen and Kirmington were little more
than sheds and the journey started and
ended with a ferry trip across the Humber.
When the factory in Essex Street closed the
challenge was to get the people in Hull to
train the workers in Fraserburgh, and it was
something the Hull workers did with great
pride.
“I decided to stay in Hull and I was
allowed to keep my company car, a Cortina
2000E, metallic purple with a black vinyl
roof. It was a classic car and the MD had
driven it down from Aberdeen himself.”
Spooner Group’s construction
achievements included Hull College and
half of Bransholme. After the company
hit hard times Vic was hired as part of the

‘‘

“We were selling the Amstrad packages like hot cakes but at that time most of the businesses in Hull didn’t
have any computers at all. Many bought their first machines from us, but they couldn’t use them.”

rescue team, appointed as accountant to
one of the subsidiaries but made redundant
again when the group went out of
business.
He said: “I decided to set myself up as
a computer consultant, providing local
businesses with the same expertise as the
blue-chip companies I had worked for and I
soon found my clients wanted me to supply
the software and hardware I recommended.
“We only work for businesses now but
the accreditations we received then from
the main computer manufacturers including
Apple, ACT Sirius, Sanyo, IBM, Olivetti and
Amstrad meant we were very much in the
right place at the right time for the birth of
the personal computer.
“However, the theme throughout my
career has been my interest in training.
Wherever I worked the focus was on the
systems – understanding and introducing
changes to systems to make businesses
more efficient.
“It was the same before computers.
I always tried to make sure that people
understood not only their own job but also

what happened before and after their part
of the process so they understood where
they fitted in.
“At Smith & Nephew I found there was
somebody producing slips of paper with
five copies, production records which were
distributed every day. It turned out they
weren’t being used any more by anybody
but nobody had bothered to check. We
stopped that because there were plenty of
other things for them to do.”
A sizeable pile of cuttings from
newspapers and magazines indicates an
awareness from day one of the importance
of media and marketing, and as technology
has advanced so the platforms have varied,
and Vic has become more innovative.
Traditional print has been topped up by
e-flyers and even a jingle on Viking Radio.
The auto-enrolment campaign featured
football-themed captions on the TV
screens at Hull City. But the most prescient
advertising stunt also turned out to be the
biggest opportunity missed.
When Take That performed at Malet
Lambert School, Kingston High School and

LA’s nightclub back in 1992 they shared
the stages with advertising boards from
the main sponsor – Golding Computer
Services. But Vic doesn’t have a photograph
of himself with the band – revealing that he
turned down the chance of a photo session
with Robbie Williams, Mark Owen, Gary
Barlow, Jason Orange and Howard Donald.
He said: “We spent more than £60,000
on advertising that year so £750 to sponsor
Take That wasn’t a massive amount even
though they were relatively unknown at
the time.
“We’ll never know whether anyone
bought a computer because of the
sponsorship but we did have a good year.
We were established as a supplier to
businesses but with no big retail sheds at
that time we also saw the opportunity with
the growing market for home PCs.
“Unfortunately, I didn’t get to see the
show because it finished earlier than I
expected. I turned up at LA’s at 9pm and
they were just about to leave. They offered
to pose for a picture with me, but I didn’t
want to delay them so off they went.” l
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Court Files
Norman Court reports on
lessons learned in a lifetime
of making big business
decisions…

LOWEST PRICE WINS?
Quite a few years ago I created a model for developing UK sales-based
companies into successful exporters. The model was structured on a series of
‘building bricks’ – individual modules of development and preparation which,
when completed/put in place, took you to the next ‘brick’. There were about
12 bricks to master before a company was fully ready. Modesty aside, it was a
good programme, honed through years of international business experience
and thorough in its approach. It was very successful and many of the local
companies that adopted it still exist and have thrived internationally.
When a contact from the (then) Norfolk & Waveney Training and Enterprise
Council invited me along to talk about it I was more than pleased to do so.
I travelled to their offices in Norwich, laid out all the details and impacts
(‘outputs’ and ‘outcomes’ in their terminology) and fully demonstrated its
successes. They were both impressed and excited. They said that they had
been using the ABC company previously for its export development advice.
“How does yours differ?”
I blundered into my first mistake by failing to question the ABC offering.
“Well,” I simply asserted, “This system enables companies at whatever stage
of preparation to join into the programme at the most suitable point.” They
asked for a price for a 12-month contract to take 12 local companies through
to active exporting. This was a tough question. It was going to mean me
running a ‘surgery’ in Norwich every two or three weeks, have the recruited
companies visit me and create action plans to be achieved by the time of their
next visit. Local professional services and the Chamber of Commerce were
all to be included in the process to ensure that readiness was achieved in the
best time possible.
I mentally totted up the time involved, the travel costs of 20 visits, made a
guesstimate of the average start point of each company involved, shoved a
few per cent on for safety and quoted them £25,000 – a decent contract
value for me at that time.
The usual scratching of heads and drawing of breath occurred, followed by
C
the question, “Is that your best price?”
“Yes,” I replied, “there may be a few hundred pounds more on consumables, M
but that’s unlikely to add more than about £1,000.”
Y
“Well,” said their leader, “that’s great - it’s just a little more than half of what
CM
we are paying the ABC company and we get a lot more for it!”
For the next 12 months I suffered 20 visits to Norwich and back, feeling not MY
that I had won a worthwhile piece of business, but rather that I had let about
CY
£20,000 of income escape! The mistake? Firstly, not understanding what they
CMY
were getting from their current product, which led to the second error of
fixing a price based on what it would cost me as opposed to the size of the K
benefit coming to them. Even today I am pricked by the supermarket slogans
that tell us, “We work hard every day to bring you the lowest prices,” when
in truth what they are doing is working every day to establish the highest
prices possible – exactly what I had failed to do all those years ago!
One last practical check for you. Close your eyes and mentally walk through
any room in your home. What proportion of the goods there were purchased
just because they were the lowest price - 10%? Less? Despite all the noise,
we buy few things based on price alone.
We all need to be sensitive to our pricing, but never forget that
it’s not really about lowest price – it’s about best value, customer
expectations and perception.

LEGAL MATTERS

Become a zero-food waste business with Olio
Each year, the UK wastes £13 billion of food, which in turn creates 19
million tonnes of needless greenhouse gases. For this reason, Cranswick
Foods, as part of its commitment to sustainability, has brought Olio - the
Food Sharing Revolution - to Hull.
Olio is a free app that connects neighbours with each other and volunteers
with local businesses so that surplus food can be shared, not thrown away.
The Food Waste Hero (FWH) programme involves Olio matching small
groups of fully trained volunteers with local businesses (supermarkets,
cafes, wholesalers, greengrocers, etc.) to rescue and redistribute surplus
food to the local community via the Olio app.
Although the FWH programme is UK-wide, in
Hull it has so far managed to share more than
18,000 items of food (that would otherwise
have ended up in landfill) with more than
5,000 people.
Benefits of the programme
• Hassle free pick-up at close of business
• Approved food safety management system
• Improves staff retention and morale
• Enables your business to become zero-waste
Olio’s current UK-wide partners include: Planet Organic, Pret a Manger,
Sainsbury’s and Costa, to name a few. A spokesperson from Sainsbury’s
Local in Newland Avenue said: “Olio’s Hull team are fabulous and they
really are food waste heroes. They are always here every day to collect; it’s
a very professional service, and a great idea.”
For more information, visit olioex.com/food-outlets, and to sign
QTR ADVERT BWMAG NEW2 OUTPUT.pdf
1
15/04/2019
09:03
up, email cara@olioex.com.
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COMPREHENSIVE RANGE • 15% COMPANY DISCOUNT
• Safety Wear/Hi-Vis • Uniform/Accessories
• Safety Footwear • Agent for Alexandra
• Safety Accessories • Camouflage/Adults/Kids
724 Holderness Road, HULL, East Yorks, HU9 3J
Opposite ASTORIA Bingo/near MORRISONS

01482 706395

admin@camowork.co.uk
www.camowork.co.uk order online!

Tel. 01482 320 620
www.bridgemcfarland.co.uk

Bridge McFarland
will explore
whether
commercial
litigation funding
can support your
quest for justice.

Commercial
Litigation Funding
Innovative
funding and risksharing solutions
for commercial
litigation.
Commercial litigation can put a heavy financial
strain on businesses. The legal process can be
lengthy with some cases taking months, and
even years, to resolve.
The good news is that business owners now
have options in commercial litigation funding
that will help to control costs and reduce risk.
Bridge McFarland LLP is at the forefront of
providing funding solutions to control
the risks of litigating commercial disputes,
including;
• Commercial contract disputes
• Professional negligence claims
• Breach of directors’ duties,
• Shareholder/partnership disputes
• Construction disputes
• Property litigation
• Financial services/insurance disputes
• Intellectual property claims
• M&A and warranty disputes
• Product liability claims
• Trust and pension issues
Bridge McFarland LLP offers integrated
packages of funding for own costs,
disbursement funding and insurance against
the risk of having to pay opponent’s costs,
allowing businesses to choose what is best for
them and without having to take on all of the
risks of what can be a lengthy and expensive
litigation process.
The UK Legal 500, 2018-19 said: ‘A gem in
the Hull legal market’, Bridge McFarland LLP
fields ‘a brilliant team of exceptional litigators
who manage to balance a legal framework
with a commercial approach to find the best
possible solutions’.
Get in touch with the dispute resolution team
at Bridge McFarland LLP today if you would
like to discuss litigation funding options. l

Rob Ripley | Partner
Rob specialises in complex and high
value Dispute Resolution cases with a
focus on contract, shareholder/director
disputes, he also leads the firm’s Dispute
Resolution department. Rob was personally
recommended in the 2018-19 UK Legal 500
“Rob Ripley, who ‘exudes confidence and well
researches every case he has’, leads the group;
clients praise him as ‘a vastly experienced
lawyer, whose key strength is his ability to
work with the client and maintain an eye on
the broader commercial outcomes’.”

Mike Wilson | Partner
Mike is an experienced commercial litigator
and a Partner in the firm’s dispute resolution
department. Mike specialises in complex and
high-value cases and his work focuses on
contractual claims, corporate and partnership
disputes, insolvency and corporate recovery,
restrictive covenant claims and internet and
social media related disputes. Mike also
leads the firm’s professional negligence and
commercial debt recovery teams. Mike was
praised in the 2018-19 Legal 500 for his ability
to ‘provide[s] great tailored advice’.
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YOU’RE NOT ALONE…
It can be tough running your own business
– but the members of For Entrepreneurs
Only know what it’s like. Its chief
executive, Jan Brumby, tells
Sam Hawcroft why FEO is a
networking group like no other.

E

ntrepreneurs are a breed apart. They
innovate, they take risks, and the buck
stops with them – and this magazine exists
to celebrate that. But when you are your
own boss, even if you have a team behind
you, it can be all too easy to feel like you’re
in an echo chamber. There are scores
of networking events up and down the
region, but they’re mostly geared around
the promotion of products or services, and

‘‘

you often end up with little more than a
bunch of business cards at the bottom of
your bag.
FEO – For Entrepreneurs Only – is
different. As its name suggests, it is there
to help independent business owners of all
sizes grow and create jobs and prosperity
in the region by putting like-minded
individuals together to share ideas and
help each other solve problems. What FEO

absolutely isn’t is a pitching forum, and at
the helm is its energetic chief executive Jan
Brumby, who is there to help entrepreneurs
make these key connections.
Jan’s long and varied career in business
began when she left school and went
straight into work at what was then the
Midland Bank (now HSBC). She worked her
way up through numerous customer-facing
roles before going on maternity leave to

“A network of people who understand how it feels, as they’ve had the sleepless nights worrying about what
you’re worrying about, and they’re happy to give you their time and experience, expecting nothing in return.”
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have her first daughter. When she returned,
a new opportunity opened up – as the
liaison officer for Midland’s school (banks).
Now, school banking is something I have
but a dim memory of, and the concept
seems to have gone by the wayside due
to budget cuts and lack of time, like too
many other things. Hull and East Yorkshire
Credit Union runs banks at a handful of
primaries across the region, but it doesn’t
seem to be a widespread thing any more.
This is a shame, as getting a grip on money
is, of course, a vital life skill. “At the time
these were a really popular thing,” says
Jan. “What I would do is train up the
older pupils to be the cashiers in the bank,
and when the school bank opened each
lunchtime, pupils would pay in their money.
It would encourage them to save and get
into good financial habits.”
Jan’s role at the bank also involved
volunteering for Young Enterprise (see
BW issue 01 for our feature on YE), and it
wasn’t long before the chance of a full-time
job there arose. But just before Jan had her
second daughter, she left Midland, (by then
HSBC) for the University of Hull. “It was a
newly created role, and it really appealed to
me because it was geared towards helping
them gain Investors in People status, which
meant interacting with an awful lot of
people in lots of departments who, more
often than not, didn’t know one another. It
was a job I really enjoyed.
“But it was after I had my second
daughter, and my husband was away
much of the time working as an offshore
engineer, that the Young Enterprise role
became available. My first position was as
the area manager for the Humber, and then
I was promoted to the regional manager
for Yorkshire and the Humber.”
And this is where Jan first began to forge
links with business. Not only did she work
with young people and their teachers, her
job involved liaising with local business
volunteers, as well as the volunteer board
made up of various business leaders. “I
was working with four distinct groups of
people, and, as you can imagine, they were
at very different levels,” says Jan. “So as
far as my communication skills went, I had
to be absolutely at the top of my game
to succeed because it really was all about
building strong and lasting relationships.”

She certainly was at the top of her
game – in 2006, business volunteers from
the board nominated her for the Queen’s
Awards for Enterprise Promotion, which she
won and collected at Buckingham Palace.
Working for Young Enterprise was
to entrench in Jan a deep respect and
admiration for people who ran their own
companies, especially as the business
volunteers were giving up their own time.
“If you work for a bank or a corporate
company and you volunteer your time,
then you know your employer is supporting
you and while you’re away your job might
be covered by someone else. When it’s
a private sector business owner who is
volunteering, when they’re out of the
business that time is of absolutely critical
value.”
Through the business volunteers, Jan
came to hear about FEO, which was the
brainchild of MKM Building Supplies owner
David Kilburn. “Although there were a
lot of business groups in the area, there
was nothing for entrepreneurs only,” says

Jan. “David wanted something that was
very different networking business-tobusiness clubs. He wanted something that
was deeper than that, and focused on
peer support – a network of people who
understand how it feels, as they’ve had
the sleepless nights worrying about what
you’re worrying about, and they’re happy
to give you their time and experience,
expecting nothing in return. That way,
there would be more private sector
businesses with the confidence to grow
and employ more people.”
At this point, in 2013, FEO was in its
infancy, and Jan had heard they were on
the lookout for someone to run the group.
“I just saw the advertisement,” she says.
“So I did what anybody would do, and
updated my CV, applied, had an interview –
and was thrilled when I got the job.”
She was sad to leave Young Enterprise
but felt that FEO was a “once-in-a-lifetime”
opportunity. “I just felt that it fitted my skill
set perfectly. Because it’s all about people
and relationship building.”

Why our
conference
facilities in
Hull are a
real bonus…

Bonus Arena Overview
Prime city centre location
Close proximity to train station and car parks
1,200 sqm flexible event floor
Exhibition, conference, banqueting options
Additional 800 seat auditorium
Multiple break out spaces/rooms
External plaza
In-house catering
Experienced and energetic staff

…we can ensure a bespoke event to suit
your requirements with the Bonus Arena
boasting a multi-purpose events,
entertainment and exhibition space.

Add a bonus to your night out – dine with us in our
Moondance restaurant before every show, enjoy
the full VIP experience in our Aurum lounge or
guarantee your seat with a Bonus Arena yearly pass.

For more details contact Elly Taylor —
elly.taylor@smg-europe.com
01482 456223
www.bonusarenahull.com

@bonusarenahull
/bonusarenahull
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“As far as my communication skills went, I had to be absolutely at the top of my game to succeed because it
really was all about building strong and lasting relationships.”

It’s an extremely varied position where
no two days are the same, Jan says. During
her time as chief executive, the group
has grown to almost 200 members, who
employ more than 22,000 people in Hull
and East Yorkshire and collectively turn
over £3.5 billion a year, across all sectors
and sizes of company. “It doesn’t matter if
you’re running a £100 million business or a
£100,000 business, your worries, pressures
and problems will be very similar,” says
Jan. “When you’re having a bad week, it’s
usually caused by one of a few key barriers.
And it’s so nice to talk to someone about
it who knows how you feel and can offer
practical help and support.”
Jan can offer practical assistance, too.
“Members will get in touch with me and,
for example, they might ask, are there any
FEO members who can help me to build a
sales generating funnel? They may need
help with learning to delegate; it might be
that they’ve got problems with employees,
or want help with their strategy. A lot of
my time is spent with people, finding out
what help they need, and putting them in
touch with the person I think will be of the
greatest inspiration.”
While Jan is a friendly face to FEO
members, she’s also familiar to many on
the local arts scene, not just as a regular

punter, but on stage, too, as a member
of Housemartins/Beautiful South tribute
act The Beautiful Couch. Rather like the
opportunities in Jan’s business career,
there was an element of serendipity that
she embraced wholeheartedly. She joined
the band in 2007 as maternity cover for
her sister Liz, who was the original female
singer in Eddy Faulkner’s band. “I had 41
songs to learn!” says Jan, “But I really
enjoyed it. As fate would have it, my sister
had two children quite close together, and
she decided that being in a tribute band
didn’t fit with her new lifestyle, so I just
sort of carried on doing it. I’m really proud
to be in a really popular tribute band that
hails from Hull but is popular much further
afield too.”
Musical theatre is another of Jan’s
passions, and, not content with just being
an avid theatregoer, she is also president
of Hessle Theatre Company – although she
prefers not to tread the boards herself. “I
don’t have to be in the production, which
suits me, because although I enjoy singing,
I’m not a very good actor – at all!”
At the time of writing, HTC had just
completed its run of Made in Dagenham
at Hull New Theatre to rave reviews, many
of which expressed astonishment that
everyone involved, from the actors to

the production team, are amateurs. The
group is entirely self-funded, and Jan and
the team work hard to put on shows that
include a spring production at Hull New
Theatre, an autumn show at Hull Truck,
and their highly popular Christmas panto at
Hessle Town Hall.
It’s obvious that Jan is, like her FEO
members, a very busy person – but family
time is as important as her work and
cultural commitments. “Time management
is always challenging, but for me my work
time, the time that I volunteer for things,
and my family time, are all very precious,
especially as I now have a granddaughter
to spend quality time with.”
If there’s one thing Jan wants me to take
away from our chat, it’s that academia is
not the only path to success – and she’s
proof of that. “I didn’t go to university
and I haven’t got a lot of academic
qualifications,” she says. “I’ve tried to make
the best of my skills and personality and to
be true to myself, while not being afraid to
try new things and come out of my comfort
zone.”
Which, in a nutshell, could be the
unofficial motto of FEO. It’s clear that its
members can rely on someone who has a
deep understanding of just what it means
to go it alone. l

Graham commented: “This year marks
Educare Nursery’s 20th birthday and I was
delighted to tour the facilities and hear
about how the nursery has developed over
this period. Indeed, what started as a much
smaller nursery, now has capacity for 110
children.
“The nursery has plans to continue
expanding, and in the recent
redevelopment, a floor extension was
introduced allowing for an additional room
with sensory facilities. While this room will

Photo credit: Andre Smit.

Beverley and Holderness MP,
Graham Stuart heaped praise upon
Educare Nursery on Mill Lane in
Beverley after a recent visit.

be of value to all children, it is especially
valuable for children with special needs
demonstrating that inclusiveness is at the
core of Educare’s mission.
“The cost and difficulty of balancing
work and childcare is an issue that is
frequently raised by my constituents. I
believe that help for childcare should be
available if parents wish to work, and
I feel that all children should have the
opportunity to benefit from pre-school
education.

Educare Nursery
& Educare Out of School Club

“I’m a strong supporter of the
Government’s 15 to 30 hours free childcare
policy for 3 to 4-year olds. This policy
relies on the co-operation of nurseries,
for example, through creating additional
capacity to deal with increased demand.
Educare Nursery really has gone above and
beyond in educational provision for the
local community, and its expansion will
ensure that the Government’s policy is of
maximum benefit to children and parents in
my constituency. l

Caring is something
special

OFSTED REGISTERED EXCELLENT REPORT
Dedicated & experienced nursery staff • Independent family owned nursery
Open fully for 52 weeks each year
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Following our profile on architect
Joe Bvumburai in issue 4, here
he gives us the lowdown on his
company, Eznat.

IT’S NEVER BEEN EASIER TO FIND OFFICE
SPACE YOU’LL LOVE IN HULL

How long has Eznat been established and where is it based?
Eight years - and though we are based in Hull, we cover a wide area of England.

The remarkable journey
of Humber Street Sesh

Discover a wide choice of o�ces, with
How many people work for Eznat?
Currently there are three of us, with two consultants who help every now andimpressive
then with
interiors and a range of
our African opportunities.
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SPACE YOU’LL LOVE IN HULL
You design housing schemes as well as home extensions – are there many
Choose from o�ces, co-working space or drop-in lounges,
similarities between large and small jobs?
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Larger projects take up more time, as there are many organisations to consult. There are a
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lot more dots to join and Ts to cross than home extensions.
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If I wanted an extension building on my house, what would the
basicready.
Choose from o�ces,
Choose
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1ST FLOOR, NORWICH HOUSE
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and assess what constraints and opportunities there are, before providing a quote. If it’s
acceptable, then we have “lift off” and set to work.
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What is the most complex job your
team has worked interiors
on?
Call us 0800 756Call
2501
us 0800 756 2501
The Cooperage, in Grimsby. It’s a historical building in a conservation area andOr
opposite
visit regus.co.uk
Or visit regus.co.uk
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workspace in our Hull location.
the Combined Courts, where security is an issue. To comply with the heritage and
Call us 0800 756 2501
Or visit regus.co.uk

conservation concerns and still provide modern standards not heard of when the original
Choose
o�ces,
co-working
space or drop-in lounges,
building was built, was a challenge. A proactive
client,from
the seller
of the building,
astute
planning authority and conservation officers
all
worked
tirelessly
to
eventually
get
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on a full or part-time basis or simply pay as you go.
permission in place.
New developments often cause controversy
howeasy
do you
It’s quick –and
tomanage
set-up. We’re here to help whenever
relations with key stakeholders such as nearby residents, councils, etc?Regus.indd 1
you’re ready.
There are rules and guidelines for any development
or extensions which are set by the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Thereafter local authorities also have their own
specific guidelines too. As long as we follow these correctly and by using our expertise
and ingenuity, we know we are on the right path. Objections for the sake of objecting or
other jealousy-loaded objections hardly ever work, and the planning authority can often
see through them.
You have international developments in the pipeline – what are these
and how are you managing to fit them in with your UK work?
0800 756
2501 We carry
The projects are mainly social housing forCall
variousus
governments
or organisations.
out the master planning while local consultants carry out details in line with our designs
Orespecially
visit regus.co.uk
and expectations. This collaboration is useful
in meeting local requirements and
regulations, plus it creates local employment and often higher standards. Projects do take
a long time to come to fruition, so we do a bit at a time unless there are specific deadlines.
The Building Information Modelling (BIM) technology we use saves us time and effort. It is
efficient and helps clients and associated consultants understand our work easily. We can
also share files easily with Africa now that there is a more dependable internet connection.
What other specialist services does Eznat offer?
Project management, occasional site finding, housing association development and
computer-generated imaging (CGI).
Why the name ‘Eznat’?
My mother was a key driver for what I am and everything I have achieved. “Whatever
you do, do it to the best of your ability… or don’t do it at all,” was one of her favourite
sayings. I named the company after her.
Are you a fan of Grand Designs?
Absolute fan! And all other programmes to do with architecture and design. I recognise
places around the world by their buildings!
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EAST YORKSHIRE BUSINESS EXPO
9th OCTOBER 2019
10:00am to 4:00pm at

The Mercure Grange Park Hotel, Willerby, HU10 6EA

u 100+ BUSINESS EXHIBITORS
u FREE BUSINESS SEMINARS
u FREE SPEED NETWORKING
u FREE ENTRY & PARKING

STANDS START AT £150

Booking Hotline: 01964 552 470
Email: ask@daltonspire.co.uk
“Promoting Business Growth in East Yorkshire”

What started in 2012 with a few local bands
in warehouses down Humber Street is now
a festival of some stature, attracting 32,000
attendees each year, bagging awards and
grabbing the attention of the music industry.
The grassroots festival in the heart of Hull’s
Fruit Market has inspirational beginnings grown out of a collaboration between music
scene veterans Dave Mays and Mark Page.
In 2012, Mays (former owner of Welly, Polar
Bear, Hull Box Office and Fruit) and Page,
founder of the weekly Sesh at Polar Bear,
mooted the idea of a festival down the then
near-derelict Humber Street, in celebration
of the weekly Sesh musicians.
Fruit, then operated by Dave, provided the
beating heart of the event and with the
addition of a couple of other warehouses,
crowdfunding and local talent, the stage
was set. What transpired could not have
been predicted – roused by social media
and word of mouth, the first Humber Street
Sesh attracted 10,000 people. Humber
Street Sesh became known as a festival
for the people of Hull by the people of
Hull. Although Sesh’s musicians now come
from all over the UK, its heart and soul are
proudly embedded in the city.
By 2014, attendance was peaking at a
staggering 30,000 and Justine Peacock
of Prestige Support, who’d come on
board in 2013 with her expertise in event
management, took on the growing
security responsibilities and a directorship
alongside Mark and Dave. The directors
professionalised the event and introduced
a small fee a to pay artists and effectively
manage what had now become a largescale event.

In 2016, at the height of Humber Street’s
regeneration, organisers were challenged
to pull off the event around building works.
Dave Mays said: “Putting on the festival
in a developing, living and breathing
urban environment has been a major
challenge year on year. With the very much
appreciated goodwill and co-operation of
the developers, builders, businesses and
residents alike, we always find a way around
obstacles that are thrown at us - sometimes
right up to the eve of the weekend.”
The festival played a significant part in
the success of the City of Culture bid and
was a flagship event in 2017. Mark Page
received credit in UK Music, a key report on
music tourism, for helping to shape a bright
future for local music and contributing to
the growth of music tourism in the area.
Humber Street Sesh was nominated for
a UK Festival Award in 2017, as well as
bagging multiple Yorkshire Grassroots
Awards. Martin Green, CEO of Hull City of
Culture 2017, said at the time: “It’s not an
overstatement to say Humber Street Sesh is
the largest unsigned and emerging talent
urban festival in the UK. There is nothing
else like it.”

In 2018, the festival footprint doubled in
size, extending over to Humber Quays and
Island Wharf on the west side of the marina,
which allowed for an extended line-up,
embracing some national emerging bands
from other cities. Highlights included the
debut of the Big Top Stage with special
guest Woody Woodmansey and the Spiders
From Mars relatives, who introduced a
performance of Turn and Face the Strange,
the story of Mick Ronson. The University of
Hull Main Stage rocked with the muchloved headliners King No-one and Hull
Pride took over the Silent Disco. With the
artistic direction of Isabelle Tracy, the 2018
festival showcased some inspirational art
installations and gave a platform to Hull’s
burgeoning graffiti scene, courtesy of ACE.
Site facilities and crowd circulation were
vastly improved, and the expanded area
enabled Humber Street to breathe and its
businesses to operate at full potential. The
resounding success of 2018 was recognised
at the Reytas as winner of the Remarkable
Tourism Event.
With the 2019 festival fast approaching, the
Sesh team are working hard on curating a
stellar line-up of 200 acts across 14 stages,
plus an amazing art offer, with dedicated
family areas and activities. The Sesh is
a platform for all creatives, giving them
opportunity to gain confidence, aspire and
grow. It also gives a massive economic
boost to businesses on Humber Street
and the marina over the festival weekend.
Organisers strive to benefit the community
first and of the 1,000-plus creatives,
businesses and contractors involved, most
are local. l
Please email elise@humberstreetsesh.co.uk
for more information.
To purchase tickets for the event, on
August 2-3, visit humberstreetsesh.co.uk.
*Humber Street Sesh would like to thank
Spencer Group, which has granted use of
the land on the west for the 2019 festival.
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CAN HE FIX IT?
YES, HE CAN!
When a 16-year-old Mike Smith arrived on his bike for his first day
at a fledgling east Hull electronics firm, he could hardly imagine that
he would, over the next 28 years, transform it into one of the region’s
leading communications companies, writes Sam Hawcroft…

A

s a boy, Mike Smith was the type who would take
things apart just so he could put them back together. He
was fascinated by electronics and, even at the age of 13,
had a flair for wiring. When he left school, all he knew
was that he wanted to somehow get paid for tinkering in
his shed.
Now, aged 44 and heading up Cobus Communications,
Mike has pretty much realised this ambition, although
Cobus’s smart offices are somewhat above the level of a
shed.
Seeing himself as a bit of an inventor-type, a “man in
a white coat”, Mike started out at the Hull Information
Technology Centre in Goulton Street, which was,
coincidentally, just around the corner from Strickland Street,
where Cobus is now based. There, he was trained in the
manufacture of electrical circuitry, right down to component
level. “I was in my element,” says Mike. “I thought I’d get
a job doing this type of thing – but of course you couldn’t
really, you had to apply it in a commercial environment.”
Mike hadn’t been at the IT centre much more than
six months before a job interview came up at Wyke
Communications, a start-up business run from a
converted house in Newbridge Road, east Hull. After Mike
demonstrated his mastery of the cable-cutters, the business
owner was impressed and asked if he could start that very
afternoon. Mike explained that he’d only come on his bike,
and he had exams to take, but agreed to start the following
Monday. That was in 1991, and he was just 16 – and from
those humble beginnings Cobus would emerge.

But back to his first day at work. He was shadowing
the business owner, who was struggling to get a newly
installed alarm system working. “It was my first day, I’m
a young kid of 16, and I was a bit daunted by everything,
and it was getting quite late. I knew it was late because
it was a residential property and I remember Coronation
Street coming on!” Mike asked if they minded him having
a look at the wiring, and he instantly saw what was
wrong and got it working within minutes. Naturally, this
impressed the business owner, and Mike was soon given
more responsibility. “I was no longer the tea boy – the
relationship changed a bit as the guy I was a trainee for
became more of a driver and a labourer for me while I
looked after the technical bits. We got on great – we just
worked together and got the job done.”
The company later changed its name from Wyke to
Cobus, and it was well placed to join the impending
revolution in telecoms technology. In the early days, a lot
of its work was subcontracting for larger telecoms firms
around the UK. Once he’d passed his driving test, Mike
was tasked with installing telephone systems in just about
every Woolworths store in the country. “I would carry
all my equipment and ladders like a packhorse through
pedestrianised city centres, and they were often 16-hour
days, but they didn’t feel like long days to me – they just felt
pretty standard, really.”
As the business grew, Mike’s passion for the job meant
that he was increasingly becoming the main point of
contact for customers, and he already felt that he was
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achieving that long-held ambition to get
paid for doing something he loved. “Even
back then, working all those hours, I did feel
as though I was getting paid to do a hobby
in some respects. I had friends working in
various different places, not enjoying it and
just living for the weekends, but I enjoyed
work, and getting out and meeting people,
and I didn’t think much about the money
side of things. It’s amazing how far I made
that £29.50 a week go!”
But it wasn’t luck that enabled Mike to
get by financially – he credits his parents
with instilling in him a sound work ethic
and understanding of the value of money.
“I was brought up just off Holderness Road,

‘‘

and my parents still live there. They’re welloff now, and they could have moved, but
they’re comfortable where they are. They
gave me a very good grounding. My parents
always did give us a lot of time and were
very encouraging for whatever we wanted
to do and didn’t push us into anything. I
thought we were rich kids – but we weren’t.
I know now that they struggled to make
ends meet at times, but there was never
an impact on any of us. I think a lot of the
values that I’ve got out of life – the work
ethos, the commitment, determination and
dedication – come from them.”
Mike’s father set up his own car garage
business many years ago, and, aged 72, he’s

still running it alongside Mike’s twin brother.
“That’s because he treats work like a hobby
too,” says Mike. “It’s not for the money. He
does it because he enjoys it. I’ve seen what
my dad’s achieved in being his own boss,
and in my work, I’ve mirrored that. I thought
I’d like to be involved with the business
beyond just working for it. It wasn’t a power
thing – it was just something to achieve, a
goal to reach.”
Cobus grew organically over the years,
Mike says – there were no huge revolutions
or sea changes, no major investments or
marketing strategies – just good, hard
graft. “I was just a young guy who was
willing to roll up my sleeves and work hard.

“If people ask what the secret is to success, it’s that you’ve got to be willing to work hard, and you’ve got to
know when to take educated risks.”

Your local
law specialists
At Williamsons Solicitors we take the time
to understand your issues and then advise
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The business owner arguably paid me more
than he could afford; I was never used or
abused, but I was regularly working 60-odd
hour weeks.”
In 2007, Mike bought into the business,
and began to gain more experience in the
management and financial aspects, going
on courses to pick up new skills, from
bookkeeping to marketing. “As I’ve needed
to do everything I’ve appropriately trained
and upskilled myself, but as much as I’ve
done that with external training, I’ve got
to say it’s been just through sussing it out;
I’ve just been given the job to do, and just
applied myself in a methodical, logical way,
and that’s how I think.”
Mike acknowledges that the term “OCD”
is often bandied about like a fashion
accessory, despite being a serious mental
condition – but says he certainly has traits.
“I need things to be in the right place. If I’m
leaving the office, I might turn around and
walk back to the desk and move something,
because in my head it’s in the wrong place.
I’m not one of those who turns the light
switch on and off 10 times. It’s just that I
have a compulsive need for organisation,
but I class that as a positive, especially in a
technical environment and a service industry,
overseeing lots of different roles; it’s an
advantage to have a logical, process-driven
approach.” All I can say at this point is that
I’m glad I’m speaking to Mike on the phone
and he can’t see the state of my desk…
It was in 2013 that Mike finally bought
out his business partner and took full
control of the company – and since then
it’s grown exponentially, more than in the
preceding years put together, Mike says.
“I was making more strategic decisions
about where I wanted the business to be.
I invested more and more in marketing the
business, staff health plans and wages, the
fleet of vehicles – everything, just going for
an overall more professional outlook. When
people look at the journey and ask whether
I’m proud of what I’ve achieved in the past
28 years, I say, yes, I am. It has literally been
blood, sweat and tears. It’s been a sacrifice.
Unless you inherit something, or your lottery
numbers come up, you’ve got to be willing
to roll your sleeves up. If people ask what
the secret is to success, it’s that you’ve got
to be willing to work hard, and you’ve got
to know when to take educated risks.”
He’s quick to credit his team, too. “I
haven’t done this on my own – I’m just the
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Snooker champions in
the frame at Bonus Arena
The ROKiT UK Seniors Snooker Championship
returns to the Bonus Arena, Hull this October
with more of snooker’s greatest ever players
battling it out to lift the crown.
The ROKiT UK Seniors Snooker
Championship returns to the Bonus Arena,
Hull this October with more of snooker’s
greatest ever players battling it out to lift the
crown.
With Jimmy White, Dennis Taylor, John
Parrott and Cliff Thorburn already confirmed,
and a new face in Thailand legend James
Wattana also in the field, it’s going to be
another great few days on the green baize.
Tickets are now on sale for all six sessions,
which take place at 10am, 2.30pm and 7pm
on Thursday 24th and Friday 25th October.

driver, the captain of the ship, and all the
other clichés! I’ve done the very best I can
to invest in the best management team and
then support them and their relative teams,
creating a positive work culture that makes
the people in the business buy into it and
want to work here, and want the business
to be successful.”
So now, Cobus offers a range of business
services, from traditional desk phones to
the latest in VoIP and SIP technology, as well
as CCTV, access control, security systems,
business mobiles and cabling infrastructure,
whatever the size of business and its
communication needs. It has a strong
local customer base, with 82% based in
the Hull and East Riding area, and the rest
dotted about the UK and even in Ireland.
But Mike doesn’t seem too worried about
the idea of competition. “I don’t mean
this in an arrogant way, but we do believe
that we don’t have any true competition
because what we offer is unique in terms
of the overall service wrap that we provide,

and because we’ve been going so long;
and everything’s internal, including our
engineering teams – we don’t subcontract
and can therefore guarantee a quality
delivery.”
I’m left thinking that “communications”
might as well be Mike’s middle name, not
least because our interview was easily the
longest I have ever done for BW. I must
mention Cobus’s charitable arm – the
Cobus Foundation, which was launched
in 2010 and has since supported chosen
charities including the RSCPA, Hull Children’s
University, PAUL for Brain Recovery and, for
2018-19, Hull for Heroes with fundraising,
business promotion and acumen, valued
at well over £100K. Outside work, Mike’s
a big rugby man – and for me, Cobus will
forever be inextricably linked with Hull FC
and that unforgettable Hull FC stadium
announcement: “Sponsored by The Cobus
Communications Group, the conversion,
scored by Danny Tickle!” Now that’s what I
call a shrewd business move. l

Ticket prices again start from just £8 each
(booking fees apply).
Before the final on the 25th there
is a chance to meet all the players in a
champagne reception.
Snooker legend Jimmy White said: “I
couldn’t believe how many people turned
out for the 10am sessions to cheer on the
players, there’s nothing better than playing
in front of a large knowledgeable crowd.
The people of Hull know their snooker and
we look forward to putting on another great
show for them.” l

Tickets are available from
www.bonusarenahull.com
Alternatively call 0844 8440444.
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s
access charge.

ROOFTOP BAR AND TERRACE

Elevated perspective from our
stunning rooftop cocktail bar
On the site of the old LAs, we bring you a new elevated perspective
from our stunning rooftop cocktail bar, located on the 4th floor of the
DoubleTree by Hilton Hull, with amazing views across the city.
Bookings: 01482 947458 | events@doubletreehull.com

www.thelexingtonbar.co.uk
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New Institute of Technology
Expansion to Beverley Campus

OUR FIRST YEAR
The BW team on how the first 12 months have gone…

HELEN
Opportunities come about when you least
expect them - mine was as a result of
being made redundant from BE Group in
2018. My initial reaction was sadness and
shock, but then excitement on realising I
was now able to set up my own business.
I approached former colleagues Steve and
Craig, and the ‘dream’ began for all of us.
I say ‘dream’ but the past 12 months
have been a mixture of emotions - it has
been a real rollercoaster. I smile, as I write
this, looking back at the challenges I have
faced both at work and personally.
The journey has made me realise how
you can overcome a difficult situation with
the right people around you. For me, that’s
my family, and all at BW - they are all very
talented individuals and make a great team.
It’s been a massive learning curve and
I’m a great believer you’re never too old to
learn. If it hadn’t been for a conversation
with David Whincup, I think I may have
questioned if I was doing the right thing.
David told me he was 59 when he started
Educare, after retiring from the police - I
thought that if he could do that at such a
mature age, so could I. He is definitely my
hero.
What advice can I give others thinking
about setting up in business? Don’t leave
it as long as I did. Believe in yourself and
your dream - work hard and no matter how

difficult things get, never give up - if it’s
worth doing, it’s worth fighting for.
I’ve met the most amazing people over
the past year and the support has been
phenomenal from the business community
in Hull and East Yorkshire. We’ve got lots of
new and exciting ideas to take the business
to the next level - I cant wait to see what
the next 12 months bring.
STEVE
Wow, that was quick! It’s been more than
12 months since I was asked by Helen to
help her launch this magazine. I’m glad I
said yes. I am proud to be part of BW, and
I’m proud of Helen, Craig, Sam and Leo,
who make it all come together, as well as
the entrepreneurs that we champion. We
have created one of the leading businessto-business titles for the region that stands

apart from others and is unashamedly
unique in its look, its feel and its approach.
We will continue to bang the drum for
entrepreneurs and start-ups, pointing them
in the direction of more seasoned business
people to take inspiration and advice from.
CRAIG
I can’t quite believe it’s been over a year
since Helen asked me to come on board
in this new venture, I’m extremely proud
of what we have achieved so far and love
working with such a fantastic team.
We have recently launched the BW
website which is updated regularly at
bw-magazine.co.uk. We are holding popular
networking events, getting to know the
business community and the entrepreneurs
in the region. There is so much more to
come – just watch this space. l

As one of seven regional colleges
developing the Yorkshire and
Humber Institute of Technology
(IoT) East Riding College have
announced a £1.1m investment
in a new building to house an
expansion of their engineering
and technology facilities at their
Flemingate campus.

Proposed site for the new facility, the rear courtyard at the Flemingate campus,
Beverley. Image by Sanna Fisher-Payne on behalf of Jefferson Sheard

“

The College is part of one of only twelve IoTs nationally, which
are designed to improve the provision of training in higher level
technical skills.
The Yorkshire and Humber IoT will bring investment of circa £10
million of capital funding into the region in total, investing in
industry-standard equipment and higher level technical training.
The College intends to extend its Flemingate campus, which was
opened in September 2015 after a 12 month construction project.
Planning permission is sought for a one storey extension to the
rear of the main campus building off the central courtyard. It will
house engineering facilities, welding and fabrication workshops,
technical labs and a large Computer Aided Design (CAD) suite.
Other further education providers who are partners in the Institute
include lead bid applicant York College, Askham Bryan College,
Bishop Burton College, Craven College, Scarborough TEC and
Selby College. The collaborative partnership will work alongside
the University of Hull and the University of York St John as part of
the IoT for Yorkshire and the Humber.

“The creation of a Yorkshire and Humber Institute of
Technology is a positive indication of future prospects
in our part of the world...”

Mike Welsh, Principal and Chief Executive at East Riding College
said, “We’re pleased to be able to announce further details
of our bid and the funding that will be invested right here in
Beverley. The creation of a Yorkshire
and Humber Institute of Technology is
a positive indication of future prospects
in our part of the world, and the level
of ‘bricks-and-mortar’ investment in the
upcoming workforce in our region speaks
volumes. What’s especially pleasing
is the collaborative approach we have
taken and the support we received from
globally significant employers in producing
Mike Welsh, Principal
and winning our bid, securing long-term
East Riding College
benefits for all.”

No.1
EAST RIDING COLLEGE

IN YORKSHIRE
FOR OVERALL
ACHIEVEMENT
(General FE Colleges based in Yorkshire)

0345 120 0044

www.eastridingcollege.ac.uk
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PROFILE

You can book your
First Class Travel at
www.hulltrains.co.uk

At Hull Trains we
know our business
customers need
to be productive
during the journey
– and that’s why
in First Class we
provide everything
you need to work
remotely in comfort.

bw-magazine.co.uk

FIRST CLASS AT HULL TRAINS IS
THE PERFECT MOBILE OFFICE
With complimentary WiFi, your own table
or pull-out tray and plugs available at every
leather seat, our First Class carriages are the
perfect mobile office.
First Class gives you the freedom and space
to settle back in a stress-free environment
and work peacefully whilst travelling to
where you need to be.
Nothing is too much trouble for your
onboard host who will ensure you arrive at
your destination refreshed.
Travelling in First Class with Hull Trains
really is the most stylish way to reach the
capital – and it’s a service which is more
affordable than you might think.
For leisure customers – watch the world
go by in style from the comfort of your wide
reclining leather seat, read a book, listen to
music or just relax in comfort.
We know getting the best deal is a priority
for most people when booking train tickets
- this is why we recommend always booking
direct through our website, because we
won’t be beaten on price.
Booking your next trip in First Class is
probably more reasonable than you think
because of everything which is included in
the price of your ticket.
Complimentary food and drink
As a First Class customer, your food and
drink is included. Your menu will guide you
through an array of foods to choose from
including a hot meals, sandwiches and drinks
which are served to you at your seat.
We ensure you arrive at your destination
refreshed and raring to go in the morning
with a choice of a bacon roll or porridge
amongst our breakfast selection.

For lunch and your evening meal we offer
a range of sandwiches and hot meals. Fresh
coffee, Yorkshire Tea, fruit juices, mineral
water and a selection of crisps and cakes are
available throughout your journey.
All non-alcoholic drinks are included in
First Class. We pride ourselves on using local
produce too.
Dedicated host
From the moment you step inside our
First Class carriage until you arrive at your
destination, a dedicated Hull Trains host is on
hand to ensure you are fully rested, refreshed
and relaxed.
More luxurious
Our First Class leather-upholstered luxury
seats are bigger, more luxurious and recline
to offer you full comfort.
The extra leg room allows you to stretch
out, sit back and relax.
Guaranteed tables
All of our First Class seating has a full-size
table or pull-out tray, so you can easily watch
a film on your tablet or laptop and enjoy a
drink of your choice.

Putting service first
We Love HU provides luxury accommodation
in the heart of Hull’s historic Fruit Market.
I visit the Hull & East Yorkshire area often in
my spare time, and although I was using an
alternative serviced apartments company I
experienced bad customer service so I started
looking around for others, I first found out
about We love HU via facebook and I was
immediately impressed by the fast response
to my initial enquiry and decided to book my
next stay with them, I have not looked back
since!
I am on my own during some stays and
others I bring along my two children, when
on my own it is the perfect location being
literally around the corner from the best
bars and restaurant’s in the area, when I am
with my children it is ideal as we can walk
to the tourist attractions very close by such
as The Deep and the museums, my teenage

daughter also enjoys the excellent shopping
which is within walking distance.
I much prefer to stay in serviced
accommodation rather than a hotel as I enjoy
the home from home feel and like having
more space, the facilities offered in these
apartments such as a kitchen with dining
table a washer dryer, dishwasher etc makes
eating in and entertaining friends more
enjoyable, also having large smart tvs with
built in Netflix is a benefit for nights in alone
and when keeping the children entertained.
The atmosphere at the complex is always
very safe and welcoming, although they get
booked up fully it is usually quiet.
I cannot speak highly enough of the
experienced and attentive staff, I have
never experienced anything but excellent

Complimentary newspapers
On our daily weekday services, we provide a
selection of newspapers so you don’t have to
carry your own. Take a break from the screen
and have a flip through our selection. Just ask
your on-board host for one.
An affordable price tag
Travelling First Class probably isn’t as
expensive as you might think. When you
consider everything that’s included, we think
it’s the perfect and reasonable way to travel
to and from the capital.
Whether you are travelling for one stop or
the whole journey, sit back, relax and enjoy
the Hull Trains’ on board experience.
At Hull Trains our dedicated Business Travel
team is always looking for new ways to make
rail travel easier and better value for our
corporate passengers.
Fantastic customer service and vast
experience of planning and organising
rail travel throughout the UK adds up to a
perfect solution for you.
If you are a business client and travel
regularly by train from Hull, why not open a
business travel account with Hull Trains? l
You can contact us on on 01482 215746 or
e-mail hullbusinesstravel@firstgroup.com

Everyone at Hull 4 Heroes would like to thank Wren Kitchens for their
kindness and generosity in supplying an incredible kitchen and
appliances for our head office located at 7 Whitefriargate, Hull.
Wren also provided additional surfaces and storage throughout the
building providing essential workspace and functionality for our
team and volunteers.
Hull 4 Heroes provide support to veterans of the armed forces and
aim to ensure that their transition back into civilian life and regular
employment is as seamless as possible. Our ever growing network of
support creates homes by improving veterans housing, provides
education and sources employment for veterans that have put their
lives on the line in the name of their country and its people.
Our office is now open to the public to provide information regarding
our projects including the Veterans Village. Please visit our website
and social media for more information.

Thank

You...

www.hull4heroes.org.uk

customer service from them while booking a
stay, during my stay or after check out, the
apartments and communal areas are always
immaculately clean.
The furnishings within the apartment’s
are all of the highest quality and because
the team of staff behind the company are
all extremely passionate about the city this
is expressed in the most alluring way while
dressing the properties. The little extras really
do make all the difference to enhance the
enjoyment of the stay; being greeted by a
bottle of fizz and treats is special and the
handy extras such as fresh milk, bottles of
water, tea, coffee and luxury toiletries goes a
long way in making guests feel valued. l

Follow We Love HU:
Facebook - @welovehu
Twitter - @We_Love_HU
Instagram - @we_lovehu
LinkedIn linkedin.com/company/we-love-hu
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Read all about it
As Hull’s libraries are fast becoming spaces for arts, culture and business as well
as books, Phil Ascough hears how literacy skills are vital to the city’s economy.
Interviewing the boss of Hull Libraries,
you might expect to be interrupted by a
frustrated call for “Quiet please” or maybe
a simmering “Sssshhhhh!”
But no. The chat with Michelle Alford
paused for a turquoise invasion of City of
Culture volunteers who were taking a break
from accompanying a hippopotamus on a
tour of Hull city centre on a very warm day.
Libraries still do the silent stuff, and there
were times during all that public realm
work in 2016 when the Central Library was
the place to be. Never mind the orange
barriers and the often bizarre detours, the
real menace was the incessant hammering,
clattering and screeching of heavy
machinery, forcing people to seek sanctuary
among the bookshelves.
But as media has become more
sophisticated and driven by technology
so libraries have also evolved and these
days you’ll find them presenting ballet in
the park, gigs by noisy rock bands, and
mechanical hippos in Queen Victoria Square
– activities that go beyond books, but which
are still inspired by them.
Michelle is in her 39th year working at
Hull Library Service. She started as a library
assistant and, as library services director
for 10 years, relishes the challenges and

opportunities to broaden the appeal of
something that many people dismiss as a bit
staid and… well… bookish.
Why does it matter to businesses? It’s one
of those questions you shouldn’t have to
ask because the answer is so obvious, but
recent experience indicates that some firms
really don’t make the connection between
good literacy levels and creativity, with the
prospects of recruiting interesting, rounded
and employable people for the workforce.
Michelle said: “It’s vitally important for
businesses that people have good literacy
skills. I can’t think of a single job where it
is not an advantage to be able to read and
write. We get a lot of business support
for our activities, but we would like much
more.”
It is a two-way street. Hull Central Library
provides opportunities for local companies
from start-ups to established concerns as
a Business & IP Centre, one of a network
of 13 outside London established with the
British Library to provide instant access to
research, regulatory guidance and a wide
range of advice, including intellectual
property and how to apply for jobs and
write a CV.
The plan is to roll out the service to
branch libraries across the city and to

support it with a business lounge, offering
city centre desk space to anyone who needs
it, available to book at modest rates by the
hour or by the month.
There’s also the Makerspace service,
an area where people can make things as
part of a hobby, as an artist or towards
developing a business idea.
Michelle said: “People can use the
facilities to refine their products or
create prototypes. The space has stateof-the-art manual, digital and electronic
equipment, skilled staff providing support
and workshops, as well as space to create,
invent, explore, learn, think and exhibit.”
The growth – and the potential – of arts
and culture was highlighted in research
published recently by Arts Council England
which showed that the sector added
£10.8 billion to the UK economy in 2016,
increasing its contribution by £390 million
on the previous year and overtaking
agriculture in the process.
It’s entirely likely that the figure for 2017
will be even higher, with Hull chipping in
from its UK City of Culture programme.
What happens next remains to be seen
– 2017 was a tough act to follow and
there’s no doubt the volume of arts and
culture activity has reduced as the money

available locally to deliver it has declined.
This highlights a gap that businesses can fill,
investing with the return of more visitors
spending in the city and more residents
becoming engaged and developing into
more productive employees.
The Big Malarkey children’s literature
festival, launched by Hull Libraries in 2017
and funded by the James Reckitt Trust and
Arts Council England, is back for its third
chapter this year with backing from Back to
Ours and businesses including KCOM, the
Living With Water partnership, RSM UK, 360
Chartered Accountants and GB Recruitment.
It’s a five-day programme that last year
brought stories and reading to life with live
music and theatre, poetry workshops and
even a performance by Northern Ballet. This
year there will be more of the same, with the
fundamental message for children and their
parents that reading is fun.
Michelle said: “The Big Malarkey is another
thing that people don’t expect from libraries
but when we were planning our City of
Culture activities we wanted to do something
really special to celebrate children’s literature
that would get families enjoying reading and

stories together. The things that happen at
the Big Malarkey Festival also happen in our
libraries throughout the year.
“Sadly, some people still leave school
unable to read or write. We have children
starting school who have never had a story
read to them. Some people try to cover up
their reading problems, but others come
through our doors and ask for help with
letters they’ve received. Digital literacy is also

very low in Hull. There’s a perception that
every young person can use a computer but
that’s absolutely not the case. We have to
change this picture to compete economically.
“We are preparing a new 10-year library
strategy for Hull which will articulate how a
world-class public library network can make
a major contribution to effect this change
and to the economic prospects and cultural
landscape of the city.” l

www.cavecastlehotel.com

Business, but not as usual.
Cave Castle provides a venue with first class facilities
to suit your needs. From the period tranquillity of the
smaller scale Kings Room through to the vast spacious
Ballroom Suites.

Ca Castle Hotel & Country Club, South Cave, East Riding of Yorkshire, HU15 2EU
Cave
Tel: 01430 422245
Cave Castle Proof 2.indd 1
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‘I’m a human
being first –
and a lawyer
second’
Sam Hawcroft talks to Nick Miller, whose company James Legal has just
celebrated its 10th anniversary…

I

t’s a Friday afternoon, and I’ve finally
managed to get hold of Nick Miller after
a couple of weeks of passing like ships in
the night as work schedules kept getting
the better of us. When I finally get through
to him, I’m expecting to have to keep my
interview brief so he can get back on with
his day; if I’m honest, I’m expecting that
he’ll sound like he has better things to do
than talk to me.
I couldn’t be more wrong. Nick tells me
I can keep him as long as I like, as it’ll be a
“welcome distraction from work”. It’s also
clear that I’ve phoned in the middle of a
debate about which costume he’s going to
wear for the forthcoming National Fruit and

Veg Day. “I’m going to be the banana,” he
says. Er, ok. Really? “Yes, we’re going to
have a team photo dressed as fruit and veg.
We deal with important things on Friday
afternoons, as you can tell.”
I can already see that James Legal lives
up to its tagline of “a fresh approach”. Ten
years ago, Nick set up the company with
the aim of overturning perceptions about
lawyers – that they are greedy, extortionate
and inaccessible to ordinary people. By
2009, he’d enjoyed a long career in law,
working his way up the ranks of various
firms – but the profession was certainly
not something he’d set his sights on as a
youngster.

“At school, I always wanted to be an
architect or a deep-sea diver. Because
the two are very similar, aren’t they?!”
Nick laughs. He admits he didn’t perhaps
take school as seriously as he should have
done, but then boys will be boys – he
wasn’t a particularly bad kid, he just liked
having a bit of a laugh with his mates.
“I had no aspirations whatsoever to be a
lawyer. I didn’t believe I was clever enough,
because I anticipated that you had to be
extraordinarily clever. I later found out that’s
not the case…”
I sense a streak of self-deprecation in
Nick, here, but this, again, filters down into
his company. I have no doubt at all that
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Nick and his team are pretty clever people, but they don’t present themselves as
highfalutin’ legal whiz kids. They are normal, approachable, there for you when
you need them.
After leaving school, Nick worked as a graphic designer and a DJ, as well as
in a paint factory and a company making false teeth, until he decided to pursue
science qualifications at college. None of which, he acknowledges, naturally
leads to being a lawyer. So, what was the catalyst?
Nick’s head was turned, ironically, by the perception of the legal profession he
now works so hard to knock down – the lure of big money. He had been walking
past the jobcentre when he saw an advert for the position of a legal executive at
another local firm. “That sounds a bit posh – I wonder if I could do that?” Nick
had thought. This then triggered another memory of when he had needed to
visit a solicitor and had been charged £5 just to sign his name. “I thought at the
time, Christ, £5? Just to put your name down? That’s great! The two things just
came together – the ad in the jobcentre and remembering the £5 charge just
to sign your name – so I applied for the job and managed to get it, and I didn’t
complete my science exams.”
He worked at the firm for a few years, until he was, again, lured away
to another firm by the promise of a higher wage. It was here he learned a
fundamental life lesson – money doesn’t always buy you happiness. Although he
was getting paid more, he wasn’t enjoying the job much. “Fortunately the firm
I’d left took me back, which was very kind of them,” says Nick. “It was a learning
experience.”

‘‘

“I had no aspirations whatsoever to be a lawyer. I didn’t
believe I was clever enough, because I anticipated that you
had to be extraordinarily clever. I later found out that’s not
the case.”

A move to another Hull legal firm followed, and Nick began studying part-time
for a law degree. But he soon realised that the so-called letter of the law didn’t
bear much resemblance to law in practice – “what you’re doing, when push
comes to shove, is helping people,” he says. And that was his main motivation.
“I get a great deal of personal satisfaction from helping people. People come
to solicitors and legal firms generally because they’ve got a problem – it can be
a stressful time for them, so there’s a great deal of personal reward in helping
people.”
During his career, Nick had worked on most areas of law, including criminal
(“I’ve done a few murders,” he says, before quickly pointing out that he’d meant
murder cases, and had not committed any murders – a clarification I’m more
than happy to make…), but ended up focusing on business law. “That’s where
I get my greatest buzz, because I’ve had experience with lots of businesses in
my time, so I’m able to use that for the benefit of my clients who happen to be
businesses.”
Nick set up James Legal with the intention of being a solely B2B legal firm, but
found that people were approaching him with a range of other issues. Initially
he farmed those clients out to other legal firms, but they weren’t providing
the levels of service he was entirely happy with, so he set about developing
the personal law side of the business. That, and the company’s mission to be
“business lawyers for business people” provide the “bread and butter” for
James Legal (it doesn’t deal with criminal law or what some might call the
more ambulance-chasing accident cases). As a relatively new firm set up by an
entrepreneur, James Legal is well-placed to help those on a similar journey, Nick
says. “We can relate to them – and we like to walk that walk with them.”

The Venue with
the View
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95 bedrooms including family suites.
Five meeting rooms with capacity for up to 200 delegates.
Extensive grounds for Team Building for up to 500 delegates.
Meeting rooms offering flexibility to suit training requirements.
Free super-fast WiFi throughout the hotel.
Stunning views over the Humber estuary and iconic bridge.
Just a short 10 minute drive from Hull City centre.
200 Free parking spaces.
Helipad available for helicopter access to the hotel.
17 acres of beautiful grounds.
The Grill Restaurant and Lounge Bar.
Sauna and Gym along with a tranquil beauty relaxation suite
and treatment rooms.

Please contact our events team for more information.
We’re happy to help!

EXTRAORDINARY MEETINGS

Hallmark Hotel Hull
Ferriby High Road, North Ferriby, Hull, HU14 3LG
simon.wright@hallmarkhotels.co.uk
01482 639102
www.hallmarkhotels.co.uk/hull
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GUIDING YOU TOWARDS A BRIGHTER FUTURE
In business for twenty years, Sirius is a BIS registered Enterprise Agency,
and also a fully accredited member of ‘Responsible Finance’.
Based in Hedon, Sirius offers free advice, support, and business loans for local people setting up a new
business in the area, or growing an already successful business in Hull and the East Riding Of Yorkshire.
Whether you are just considering an idea, and need help with your research and
planning; or you all are ready to launch or invest in your existing business, the
qualified Business Advisors at Sirius are there to help. Whether it’s a ‘butcher, a
baker or a candlestick maker’, the Sirius staff know how important the ‘big step’
is to you, and really would like to help you to become even more successful.

“CONG
RA
TO BUS TULATIONS
INESSW
ORKS
ON YOU
YEAR IN R FIRST
BUSINE
SS”

Whether starting up or growing your business, make Sirius your first ‘port of call’,
and take advantage of their wealth of expertise.
Guiding You Towards a Brighter Future

TELEPHONE 01482 890146 FOR YOUR INITIAL MEETING.
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People thought Nick was a bit “daft”
setting up his own firm during the fallout
from the recession a decade ago, but what
drove him was his desire to overturn the
general perception that lawyers are “bloody
expensive, don’t communicate with you
when you want them to, difficult to get
hold of and talk jargon”. Like his team,
Nick is a “person first, lawyer second – I’m
a human being who just so happens to be
a lawyer.”
To be able to get up and running meant
one thing – sacrifice. It’s a word you’ll read
elsewhere in this magazine and in practically
every story of entrepreneurs who don’t have
the luxury of starting out with millions in
the bank (and not many do). Nick credits
his mother with instilling in him financial
values he still lives by today – “it’s not about
borrowing, it’s only spending what you’ve
got, and if you haven’t got it, you wait
until you’ve got it”. As he was growing his
business, he had two options. He could
pay himself, or he could invest in his team,
premises, equipment, etc. He did the latter,
and for the first four or five years he didn’t
take a “penny piece” out of the business,
living as frugally as he could. Fortunately,
he’s not a particularly high-maintenance
bloke – he doesn’t drink or have expensive
hobbies; his business is his hobby, he says.
This being the case, it’s not unheard of

for Nick to answer the phone to a client
at 2am. This sounds like a worryingly
out-of-kilter work-life balance to me, but
Nick assures me it’s more about flexibility,
not working yourself into the ground, and
this ethos runs through the heart of his
company. I mention to him that I have in
the past worked for productivity-obsessed
managers who’ve monitored my every
move, even my toilet breaks – and this sort
of clock-watching couldn’t be further from
the environment at James Legal. His team fit
their hours around their lives and families,
with some coming in early and leaving early,
and others preferring to work later.
“It’s a bit of give and take,” Nick says,
“and I trust them to do a very good job
for the clients, which they do. I trust them
to organise their own work-life balance,
and I give them the latitude to be able to
do that. I would hate to think that, come
the weekend, somebody is immersed in
answering emails rather than spending time
with their children. You’ve got to have your
‘you time’.” I heartily agree. It’s not rocket
science – quite simply, James Legal treats its
staff like “adults”, Nick says, which is why it
has good staff retention.
A couple of years ago, Nick launched
his Inspiring Business series of seminars,
in which he shared his own journey and
provided a platform for other entrepreneurs

to tell their stories to a wider audience.
Nick deliberately sought to avoid people
from the big-hitters that everyone’s heard
of, such as Smith & Nephew and Reckitts,
instead approaching people from SMEs,
which are the backbone of Hull and,
indeed, the country. The events are now in
their third year, and feature a wide range of
people with, as it says on the tin, inspiring
tales to tell. They may not necessarily be
experienced public speakers, and that, in
a way, is the point, says Nick. These are
ordinary people doing extraordinary things,
and many of them might not have had the
confidence to speak to a room full of their
peers – but by the end of the event, they’ve
gained a new skill and the audience has
learned something. It’s a win-win.
Talking of winning – the Inspiring
Business competition has already given
£70,000 to support to three stand-out local
firms in 2017 and 2018, and the 2019
competition will see another “creative
and driven” company secure £20,000 of
support for their business. Details of how to
enter are on the James Legal website, with
the closing date of December 31. Whether
you’re a sole trader, or employ a handful of
people or a large team – if you, like Nick,
have an inspiring story to tell, why not get
your entry in? You’ve got nothing to lose,
and rather a lot to gain. l
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OPINION - Creator Coach

SPOILER
ALERT!

Do you have friends, fans, customers
or clients, asks Mal Williamson.
Whether you watched Game of Thrones or
not you may have heard about the petition?
More than one million people have signed a
protest vote for “a final season that makes
sense…with competent writers”!
These folks aren’t happy.
Yet they are not discussing the twists and
turns of the political throne, new ways to
kill off a hero or those sexy dragons (is that
right? Not seen it myself). These people are
complaining.
They are not behaving like fans of the
show – but consumers.
If you have a creative success and then
commodify it behind a paywall – well, your
audience become shoppers. If you sell them
something, they are a customer.
A doctor has patients. That makes us ill.
No wonder people avoid the doctors for
ages, is it? I mean, who wants to be ill?
Or to be told our business stress is now a
chronic condition. Poor BakeOff Nadiya was
told by Prof Therapist to expect a lifetime of
dealing with her trauma. Not true. It’s called
the medical model in coaching circles and is
often not helpful at all.
Perhaps you have clients? People who
look to you for professional services and
solutions are not necessarily ready to buy.
But they will pay. So increase the ways
you accept payments to make this process
more pleasurable and branded to you.
PayPal does not allow enough branding
for my liking, but some online services
generate branded invoices easily. And they
might subscribe during this process – and
ask them to share your info to others.
Mailchimp seems to now be offering a
whole landing page, funnel service and
marketing ads… in addition to the emails.
Isn’t that good? (Note to self: treat my
recipients more like subscribers – no,
clients.)

The conversation with clients is about
reminding them of their pain – and how
you can make that go away. It’s not nice,
but effective if hidden politely. Solicitors
promote and differentiate by the problem,
don’t they? Divorce, wills, employment
tribunals…
If you make a thing then you want
people to buy it. So talk to them like
customers – get their attention, lay out your
wares, close the deal. If a stallholder chats
and laughs, then she is making friends, not
sales. Keep your conversation purposeful.
Our rock’n’roll generations love to have
fans. This is fun to think about for business
but isn’t there an inherent problem that
fans are fickle? Trends move on. Business
needs stability and consistency to attract
investment to make more progress.
Celebrities have fans – and they run a game
of transgression and rehabilitation to keep
our attention and interest. I am not sure
that rehab is a good position for a business
to recover from.

Instagram “influencers” abound these
days. In the fashion industry, for instance,
I hear they are devastating the ad budgets
for everyone else. Do their readers know
they are paid to wear that dress, show
those shoes, blag about that bag? No,
they do not. The thing is, though… they
don’t have readers! They have followers.
They will go anywhere! They aren’t that
bothered about transparency or journalistic
ethics because they are not readers. (BTW,
I receive no incentive from Mailchimp. I
am a fan of PayPal. I could do better with
Instagram. And to be honest, I have actually
seen two series of Game of Thrones.)
Reader, have I convinced you?
Treat folks how you want them to treat you.

Mal Williamson
www.creatorcoach.co.uk
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Salone del
Mobile
Furniture
The Milan Design Week is hardly short
of new furniture - it’s everywhere, with
powerhouse names the likes of Marcel
Wanders of Moooi, for example, with the
research reach (and brand power) to push
design in bold directions. Among his new
releases are the likes of the ‘BFF’ modular
sofa, which takes the capitone technique of
deep buttoned upholstery and blows up the
scale so that one fragment becomes a full
module.
But it’s often among the younger, newer
designers showing that some of the freshest
pieces are found. While one-piece wooden
chairs, for example, are something of a
trend - consider elegant examples the likes
of Sollos’ update on the Windsor chair more exploratory shapes come in the form
of Cyryl Zakrzewski’s ‘Dune’ chair or
Joanna Sieradzan’s ‘Vila’ rocking chair.
Similarly a case of traditional updated,
rattan - another key trend of the fair - gets
an overhaul in the shape of Florestan
Schuberth and Janis Fromm’s cute ‘Andy’
chair, or Studio Ryte’s Rattan Series
bench and table. Chairs, of course, are any
designer’s go-to expression. And they can
still express new ideas. Pram toys and the
abacus may be unexpected inspirations but
nonetheless inform Atelier Fesseler’s witty
‘o432’ lounge chair.

As tech becomes an ever more prevalent
part of our interiors, one aesthetic approach
is to make a stand out feature of these
devices’ very techiness; but Bang &
Olufsen is betting on our growing quickly
tired of this, seeking instead a means of
hiding (or at least better integrating) our
tech. Its new Beovision Harmony TV folds
down into a sculptural form when it’s not in
use. Panasonic thinks alike: its Vitrine TV
prototype, designed with Vitra, looks to be
a pane of glass mounted in a pale wooden
box, until it’s switched on.

Milan Design Week - the Salone del Mobile fair, plus random events across the
city - grows by the year, both in numbers, and in vision. Once essentially a trade
event, now it pulls design hunters from across the globe; once focused on traditional
interiors products, now it’s a blend of products, artistic expressions and plenty of
fanfare. Here BusinessWorks make our selection of the many thousands of possible
picks of new products and designers to watch from 2019’s recent event.

Homewares
Furniture may be something - in all reality - that
we only tend to change every few years, if that.
Decorative objects, however, allow us to spruce
up a home without too much inconvenience though, as Louis Vuittons’ latest, suitably lush
Objets Nomades collection testifies too, not
necessarily without expense. The intricately
lacquered ‘Talisman’ tray from India Mahdavi
or Marcel Wanders’ ‘Diamond’ vase, made from
straps of handblown glass, being cases in point.
Small wonder that Dior prefers to call its new
Dimore Studio-designed metal, plexiglas and
rattan pieces - vases, frames, umbrella stand,
even an ash-tray - “art objects”.
But such homewares are a booming market.
Conversely to fashion brand luxuriousness,
there’s room too for a welcome playfulness and
humour. Andrey Budko’s ‘Hear My Roooar’
rug has plenty: it’s a nod to a leopard skin
rug, of course, but this one comes in digitally
embroidered wool felt; or there’s Hanna
Anonen’s uplifting and unique collection of
colourful wooden ‘Plize’ and ‘Beebee’ boxes.
Smaller objects also allow for a greater degree
of experimentation in materials, using both new
and forgotten techniques. Designer Keren Wang,
for example, uses spray glazing and plaster
molds to give her ceramics varied colours and
textures; Zhekai Zhang recycles coffee grounds
as pigment in ancient pit firing for his; Haminishi
Design uses high-intensity bursts of flame to
pattern its ‘Graffito’ metal vases while Carina
Wagenaar re-imagines the delicacy of porcelain
as a stunning wall-hung medallion.
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What’s your background in interior design? Did you study it, or take another
route?
I’ve no background in interior design, art or design, just always been very creative
and had a good eye for style. I believe that style and creativity is something that
either comes naturally to people or not, and is not something that necessarily needs
to be taught.

Art and
Installations
Although historically an interiors show, recent
years have seen Milan Design Week provide a
marketing opportunity for fashion brands, typically
by collaborating with a designer or architect on
an installation that blurs the line between art and
design. To this end the highlight of this year’s
MDW is Bulgari’s effort with Argentine artist
Tomas Saraceno to mark the 20th anniversary of
its Bzero1 ring: ‘Weaving the Cosmos’ comprises
displays of spider silk stretched over carbon fibre
frames and dramatically lit in the almost-pitch dark
of the Ulrico Hoeplu Municipal Planetarium. The
effect is at once beautiful and profound.
Proving that such an arresting space isn’t always
required to have an impact, likewise Issey Miyake’s
used the back of its Milan store to show ‘Journey
of a Raindrop’, a work by artist Jolam van der Wiel
comprising a meandering array of glass tubes - akin
perhaps to a giant chemistry experiment - around
which endlessly circulate bubbles of water. Like
Saraceno’s piece, it deals in the elemental - a timely
echo perhaps of this MDW’s many examples of
furniture that, though still high end and highly
crafted, foreground the use of natural materials the
likes of solid wood, cane, rope and the like.
At least, that was the case for some. Cos’s
installation this year, ‘Conifera’, by architect
Arthus Mamou-Mani, reworked a classical Italian
courtyard portico by creating a new archway of
linear, geometric shapes, each 3D printed using
compostable plastic, while Italian shoemaker Tod’s
teamed with architects Studio Andrea Caputo to
explore the the fundamental basis of human shelter,
from igloo to yurt to cabin.
Lighting is a specialist branch of design in which
Italian companies especially are world leaders,
and 2019’s offerings continue to push boundaries.

Malcolm Lewis makes striking,
unique bespoke furniture with
a bit of a dark twist – and
when it comes to creativity, the
sky’s the limit…

What made you decide to launch your business?
I started making unique pieces for myself while renovating my home. I thought that
if I could make the design/art pieces that I’d thought up in my surreal imagination,
I could make a business from doing something I’m very passionate about, and it all
started there.
How did you manage to get together the tools, materials and workshop you
needed to get yourself up and running?
I sold my sandwich delivery business which I’d had for about 10 years, which enabled
me to buy most of the bits I needed to get started.
What would you say your style is?
That’s a tough one, as my designs have a style of their own! My pieces would fit in
many different styles of homes, but there are three words that are regularly used
when describing my pieces which are “organic, contemporary and dark”! So I never
try and categorise my work into a specific style.

Lighting
Lighting moves away from a means by which functional light is
provided to an interior space towards one in which either the lighting
becomes a sculptural object, or the light projection itself - perhaps
low, delicate or creating an effect on the wall - becomes the point.
In the former camp are stand-out pieces the likes of Daniel Becker’s
classic-in-the-making minimalistic ‘Charlotte’ chandelier, the ‘One
Zero’ floor lamp from Karel Matejka - the elegance of which belies
a clever balancing system that allows the lamp to tilt and freeze in
any position - or Susanne de Graef’s ‘Knotted Light’ - knitting meets
illumination; or Bjarke Engels’ ‘Ripple’ or Giovanni Gastel’s ‘La
Linea’, both from Artemide’. The light within Tord Boontje’s new
‘Sun, The Light of Love’, for Foscarini, similarly seems designed to
light primarily the structure itself, rather than the surroundings.
In the latter camp - in which the effect is as key as the object count among the successful new products the likes Ferrucio Lavaini’s
‘Uptown’, which bathes the area in a rainbow of coloured light, or
Justin Bailey’s ‘Crenellated’ lamps, which does similar. Cordless
lighting - such as that from Branch design - further enables smaller
pieces to be secreted into bookshelves and room corners for cosy,
ambient effects. l

Where do you source your materials?
My materials come from around the UK, most of the wood from local timber
merchants and my metals are cast in a foundry in Nottingham.
How did you build up your customer base?
I built up my customer base through my website, gallery representation, social media
presence and doing various expos in London.
Each of your pieces is unique - do they therefore attract high-end price-tags,
or can you make pieces for people on a budget?
Yes, nearly all my pieces, apart from my ceiling rose designs, are one-off pieces or
very limited editions so therefore attract high-end price tags, as they’re as much
art pieces as they are design pieces. I can make things for certain budgets, but it all
depends on the time it will take and the materials used. I don’t tend to do to many
commissions because I’m so busy making my own design pieces that attract a good
clientele. My goal has always been to be an artist and designer of my own unique
objects and not a cabinet maker who makes other people’s ideas - there are so many
people out there who do that already.
How does one go about commissioning you to make a piece?
They would just contact me in any way through my website contact details or my
Instagram page. All contact inquiries will come direct to me.
What’s the quirkiest commission you think you’ve ever been asked to make?
Actually, my most recent piece is my quirkiest piece, but that’s not a commission, it is
the world’s first cabinet to look like it’s hanging from the ceiling! This piece took six
months to make and is made especially to hold two watch winders or your favourite
bottles of wine or champagne. I guess the most adventurous commission I’ve had
is one I’m busy working on now, which is a coffee table made from a Lamborghini
exhaust.
Web: www.malcolmlewisdesigns.com
Email: mal@malcolmlewisdesigns.com
Instagram: malcolm74.ml
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Fab-u-lous!
Sam Hawcroft samples the Bonus Arena’s VIP dining experience as the Strictly
professionals waltz into town…

I

t was the day after Eurovision and, to
be honest, after sitting through more than
four hours of euro-trash, I wasn’t sure
whether I could take any more sequins and
spandex that weekend.
Strictly: The Professionals are a class
above all that, though – and their show at
the Bonus Arena, followed by a meal in
its very own restaurant, made for a most
enjoyable afternoon indeed.
To check out the “Dining Experience”
that is available to buy along with all
general show tickets at the arena, I was
accompanied at the matinee performance
by BW’s MD Helen, and my mum, who
was without doubt the biggest Strictly fan
among us – she’s glued to it every week.

I’m more of a passing fan; I enjoy it when I
happen to catch it, and usually keep up with
who’s in, who’s out, and who’s copping off
with someone they probably shouldn’t be.
For this tour, though, thankfully the
focus wasn’t on the celebrities or the
backstage tittle-tattle – 10 of the show’s
regular professionals (five guys, five gals,
including Karen Clifton, Oti Mabuse and
the departing Pasha Kovalev) enjoyed their
time in the spotlight, letting us get to know
them a little better, and celebrating the
sheer joy of music and dance.
And how joyous it was. You’d have to be
particularly stone-hearted not to get caught
up in it all – but for us the joy began when
we bypassed the snaking queues outside

the arena and were shown straight up to the
VIP lounge for a complimentary drink – all
part of the Bonus Arena Dining Experience.
For the show itself, we were seated on
the front row of the balcony, giving us an
uninterrupted view of the stage.
Our first thoughts were that the stage
seemed rather small, especially as half of it
was taken up by the live band – how would
the dancers adapt to what was clearly not
a ballroom-sized space? But of course,
this show was created for arenas like the
Bonus. But there was a degree of intimacy
to the atmosphere despite the 3,500-seater
auditorium being packed to the gills – at
various points each dancer had a turn with
the mic; parts of their script might have

been a little corny at times, but there was a
genuine warmth and rapport both between
themselves and with the audience. Pasha’s
speech and swansong was particularly
heartfelt.
I wondered which other venues in the
city could have staged such a show to such
a standard – and drew a blank. This was the
perfect venue. As an aside, I don’t agree
with the view that the Bonus Arena is too
small; I am just not sure that Hull could
support a venue twice the size, when its
geography means it is mainly attracting
people from the East Yorkshire and north

Lincolnshire catchment area. People further
afield would surely find it easier to head to
Birmingham, Manchester or Leeds. It’s not
about lacking ambition – it’s about being
realistic. Far better to have a regularly
packed-out 3,500-capacity arena than an
embarrassingly half-full 10,000-seater.
I would estimate that much of the
audience was made up of women of a
certain age, which probably includes me,
but it was a family show and there were
a fair few children, too. Musically and
visually, there was something for everyone
– my favourite bits were the homages to

Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly – with all the
styles covered and hits from practically
every decade. There was even a bit of
flossing. (Now, I’m trying to get to grips
with flossing; I think I can do it; my other
half disagrees.)
The show reminded me of that quote
attributed to Ginger Rogers, who was
said to have joked that she did everything
Astaire did, but “backwards and in high
heels” (she denied having said this, and
it’s believed the quote came from a comic
strip). Nevertheless, as someone who
struggles to even walk in high heels, the
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Restaurants round-up
Phil Ascough with the latest
on the regional food and drink
scene…

female dancers in particular never failed to
astound me. But the energy displayed by all
10 dancers was nothing short of incredible,
and the whole show – the choreography, the
use of the big screen to allow for costume
changes/rests, and the superb band – was
flawless. In the second half, it was great to
see the fantastic singers, Patrick Smyth and
Alison Hijear, emerge from the shadows to
become integral to a couple of routines.
As we filed out of the auditorium with
the music still ringing in our ears, and
sat down for the meal in the Moondance
restaurant (named after the song by Van
Morrison, who officially opened the arena
in August 2018), it wasn’t long before we
could hear the muffled sound checks for

the evening performance in just a couple
of hours’ time. Doing such a high-octane
show once in a day is one thing, but twice
– that was just mindblowing to me, but then
I’m hardly what you’d call super-fit. After
such a relentless string of showstoppers, the
food had a lot to live up to, but a fine two
courses proved the perfect way to round off
our afternoon.
The pre-chosen set menu was chicken
stuffed with Paris brown and oyster
mushrooms, on a bed of asparagus and
wild rice, followed by a lemon posset with
home-made macaroons and strawberries
– and very nice it all was. Watching like
a hawk over the restaurant was Andrea
Howard, who goes by the grand but slightly

unwieldy title of senior conference, banquet
and hospitality manager. She told us that
from June 2019, the Moondance menu
would still need to be pre-ordered, but it
will be extended to include a meat, fish
and vegetarian/vegan option. There were
three decent wines on the list, too, along
with a range of prosecco and champagne.
I sampled the chardonnay – Berton
Vineyard Foundstone 2017, and the Vega
rioja tempranillo 2016/17, which were
both lovely. Whites are £20.50, the red is a
whole 20p more expensive.
The VIP packages at the Bonus Arena
start from £25, and I can’t think of a better
way to make the arena experience that little
bit more special. l

It’s been a combination of last orders and
second helpings, with the closure of one
of Hull’s iconic venues, the departure of
the man who led a more recent success
story, and publication of the memoirs of a
chef who worked almost every night for 60
years.
Ceruttis in Nelson Street, Hull, closed its
doors for the last time in April, with brother
and sister Tony and Tina Cerutti keeping
their plans under wraps almost until the
final service.
Tina tipped off a few people a week
before as she joined one of Paul Schofield’s
Old Town walks to raise money for the
Daisy Appeal. They were sworn to secrecy,
and everything appeared absolutely
routine as Tina toured the side streets and
snickets with a phone in one hand and the
restaurant diary tucked under the other
arm, and then took everyone back to her
place for lunch.
She must have taken six or seven calls
on the way around but it’s likely they were
for Cerutti 2 and for the outside catering
service, both of which will now benefit
from Tony and Tina working more closely
together.
The Hull restaurant had been running
for 45 years. My own memories include
lunching there in 1997 with Mark Hateley
and Billy Kirkwood as they outlined their
plans to bring the glory days to Hull City.
Ceruttis was renowned as the finest fish
restaurant in the region but, as football
men, they had steak. It was back in the
days of Boothferry Park, where the only
contemporary touches of class came from
such loan signings as David Rocastle, and
corporate pre-match lunches delivered by
Ceruttis.
The restaurant also served the meal when
I was fortunate enough to be invited to the
Trinity House Christmas lunch. The food
was good, but detail is thin because of the
famous Trinity House hospitality.
Last orders too from James Birch. The
director of 1884 Dock Street Kitchen who
moved around the corner to head up Steak
1884 has left the business and is believed to

be working on a project with new backers.
Steak 1884 is still there with James’s deputy
Gary Laughton stepping up.
Meanwhile 1884 Wine & Tapas Bar
at the Wellington Street West corner of
Hull Marina continues to stand out for
the quality of food and drink, the laidback environment and the warmth of the
welcome and the service. And Cucina 1884
in Hessle is quietly building its reputation for
affordability, variety and excellence under
many of the people who worked the magic
at Dock Street Kitchen.
But these are still tough times in the
restaurant sector and all of the above, no
matter how skilled or experienced, could
learn something from Derek Baugh’s
book, Memories of a Dorchester Chef and
Beyond. Thankfully he is now pondering
a reprint after the first batch sold out in
record time.
Derek’s career spanned five decades,
and that was just the Hull part. By the time
he arrived here to lecture at Hull College
he’d already risen through the ranks at
the Dorchester – that’s Park Lane, London,
as opposed to Pearson Park, Hull – from
commis chef to chef poissonier by the age
of 20.
His unrivalled expertise coupled with
a network of national and international

contacts enabled him to turn Willerby
Manor Hotel into a destination venue for
dining and functions, and then he did
the same after starting from scratch to
convert a tired country house, Northlands at
Walkington, into the award-winning Manor
House.
His style was to join guests in the
restaurant and enjoy convivial chat with
a glass or two after service. The book is
the same. It’s a bit disjointed, not remotely
politically correct, and a fascinating
collection of cooking tips, social history and
random ramblings, with Derek at one point
coming across as the John Motson of stats
on truffles. And lobsters.
He played a key part in launching the
careers of some notable chefs, he worked
in the kitchen of one of the most famous
hotels in the world and he built two
brilliant businesses on the edge of Hull
by combining his passion for food with a
business acumen that beat the recession.
Space constraints prevent us from telling
more but if there is sufficient demand,
Derek will get another batch printed, with
every penny of the £10 cover price going to
the Daisy Appeal.
To register your interest please email
jane@daisyappeal.org l
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Forward plan with our helpful

EVENTS DIARY
JUNE
14

BusinessWorks first anniversary celebration and
networking event, Hallmark Hotel, Hull

10

Women in Business Walking Treasure Hunt around
Beverley

18

Doctors & Dentists Retirement Seminar,
University of Hull

11

Customs Compliance, Procedures and
Documentation one-day course,
Hull and Humber Chamber of Commerce

19

Inspiring Business 2019, with guest speakers
fitness entrepreneur Mark Bowering, and Beverley
Building Society chief executive Karl Elliott,
Hallmark Hotel, Hull

12

Hull & East Yorkshire People in Business Awards,
DoubleTree by Hilton, Hull

12

20

Coach the World Meetup Hull,
Holiday Inn Hull Marina

Greater Lincolnshire LEP Conference,
Lincolnshire Showground

18

20

FSB Business BBQ, Burnby Hall & Gardens

‘Chemical Innovation Is Right For Regional Success’
Bondholder Breakfast Event, Phillips 66 Humber
Refinery, South Killingholme

21-22 WiME (Women into Manufactuing and
Engineering) Careers Fair (Day 1 for schools,
Day 2 open to the public), Guildhall, Hull

29

Be Your Own Boss Workshop,
The Enterprise Village, Grimsby

25

AUGUST

26

26
27

27

The SWIISH (Supporting Women In Industry
Surrounding the Humber), Networking Conference
Day, Airco Business Lounge, Hull
Business Showcase: A Day to Sparkle,
Mercure Hull Grange Park Hotel, Willerby
Code Club Meetup, C4DI, Hull
Beyond Facebook - Social Media Marketing for
Business, East Riding Business Centre,
East Riding Business Centre, Beverley
Bondholder Industry Insight Event,
Modal Training, Immingham

22

Beginner’s Guide to Exporting one-day course,
Hull and Humber Chamber of Commerce

30

Be Your Own Boss Workshop,
The Enterprise Village, Grimsby

SEPTEMBER
5

11

Women in Business Littlewolds Vineyard Tour and
Tasting
FEOignition Autumn 19, Sewell Studios, Hull
(and every following Wednesday for seven weeks)

JULY
5

5

We Love HU
9-11 Wellington Street
Fruit Market
Hull
HU1 1UF

LONDON OPULENCE
WITH NORTHERN
SENSIBILITY

l

Free gated parking

l

Keyless entry/self check in
(personal check in also available)

l

Smart TVs

l

Super fast internet

l

Free wifi

l

Claridges beds

l

Child friendly

l

Long and short term stays

l

Fully serviced to include washer,
dish washer, fridge/freezer,
coffee machines, microwave,
oven etc

NEW SERVICED SUITES
Humber LEP Schools Conference, Buckingham Suite,
Humber Bridge Country Hotel, Barton
Get Coaching workshop,
Forest Pines Hotel and Golf Resort, Broughton

SMART TV, NETFLIX
AMAZON – ALL INCLUDED
Kenny Keegan

l

l

l

All amenities right on doorstep
to include eateries, gift/
clothes shopping, hairdressers,
convenience store etc

l

Free local hand made chocolates
upon arrival

l

Discounts if booked via FB,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter &
direct

l

Comes complete with bathroom
and beverage essentials

Roof top communal terrace with
STUNNING views of the Humber

l

Wheelchair friendly

Central to Hull

l

Guest support nearly 24/7

We Love HU@welovehu

To have your event listed here, please email sam@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

we❤HU@We_love_HU
we_lovehu

Direct bookings:
Kenny 07799790023 l Jules 07712635228

When Robby decided
to ride solo and buy her
own bike shop, we were
right behind her with
a bridging loan.
Lending for the
new normal.

At Together our experience spans over
decades and tens of thousands of bridging
loans. So our flexible approach to lending
means that being self-employed and
buying a property for commercial use,
is perfectly normal to us.
Find out how we do things differently
at togethermoney.com/fundingthegap
or call 0333 355 9133
For professional intermediary use only.
‘Robby’ has been used for illustrative purposes only.

